Design of adaptive two-stage double-arm clinical trials for dichotomous variables.
It is well known that flexibility is one of the major advantages of an adaptive two-stage design, and the intended adaptation should be as preplanned as possible to maintain the integrity of the clinical trial. The design of adaptive two-stage double-arm clinical trials for dichotomous variables was proposed by simulation and forecasting procedure at the planning stage. To further ensure the integrity of the clinical trial, the sample size scheme for each scenario, which was supposed to be based on the first stage, was provided in the protocol by Monte Carlo simulation. In addition, the study parameters were determined by comparing the assessment indexes such as total sample size, expected sample size and the test power at the first stage. Furthermore, Fisher's combination test and pooled data analysis were considered and compared through the simulation. The latter, which has the larger overall power and the better overall type I error control, with the same sample size was adopted for further simulation and statistical analysis in the clinical trial.